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i think it would be helpful to log this bug in the forums instead, and then add it to the bug tracker with a
reference to this post. the forums are accessible via the link given in the "about stronghold 2" window when

starting the game: so i decided to call the manufacturer and see if i could get the deluxe edition for $70 (that
includes shipping in the us). i believe that most of the items in the deluxe edition are included in the standard
edition. it's actually cheaper to get the two separate editions than it is to buy the combined standard + deluxe

editions separately. nice! so i called my relative, who was very excited to be getting the game for cheap. i
suggested that i call mastertronic and see if they could send him the deluxe edition first since he bought

standard edition. it turns out that the deluxe edition did not come with the deluxe box. basically, his boxes are
going to be: so far, the deluxe edition has good stuff in it like the extended barricades, improved food, mines,
extra workers, but if you buy the standard edition from australia, it comes without the deluxe box. stronghold
2: crusader will be available shortly after the installation of the included deluxe patch 1.3. the deluxe version
includes a number of new features, in particular for the new crusader engine, such as an advanced ai system,

3d graphics, improved networking, new buildings, and the ability to use multiple saves. the new crusader
engine also offers more features for the players to use, and a number of new features. the patches includes
the fixes for the bugs that were previously present in the stronghold 2: crusader retail version. the patches

also include all of the patches that were included in the stronghold 2: deluxe edition.
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Stronghold 2 was made with everything in mind except Hot Pursuit.. I looked in all the console
window (F1-F12) and I could see no data that would indicate game start or end. So i manually

altered the file. This is a cheat file, so the file is located in the games data/ folders. (There is no
data/ folder at all, when you open the game via games for mac, it opens the game up on the mac.

In stead of it opening the folder with the stored games files, its stored in some other location,
which is why I need to hack this file. Stronghold 2 Game folder = Stph2 Stronghold 2 Data folder

= Stph2 Stronghold 2 Show options folder = Stph2 Stronghold 2
Data/stronghold2/res/str_keyfilter.cfg = Stph2 Stronghold 2

Data/stronghold2/res/str_cheat_table.xml = Stph2 In any case, they would not be able to afford
the entry fees to play in that season, and so decided to build a hidden stronghold on the summit

of the mountain, so as to be in a position to control the entry to the mine. The two Indians
responded with a cheery whoop, and ran up to the rocks, while Bart communicated the news to
the Doctor and his fellow-guardians of the gate, where the lad pushed himself to the front, so as
to be the first to welcome the chief back to their strongholda welcome the more warm after the
belief that had been current since his non-return. Hence the questions about the Deluxe Edition
and 1.31. I'm now curious if the game works on Windows 8 too. If it's the case, then I'll have to
make my own Alcohol 120% images and then find a way to have Win8 run them. Well, that's all

for now. I've been a silent lurker in this thread until this time. Just wanted to share my
thoughts...perhaps your game will work ok after all!...Not. 5ec8ef588b
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